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Abstract2

Nature employs channel proteins to selectively pass water across cell membranes,3

which inspires search for bio-mimetic analogues. Carbon nanotube porins (CNTPs) are4

intriguing mimics of water channels, yet ion transport in CNTPs still poses questions.5

As alternative to continuum models, here we present a molecular mean-field model,6

computing ab initio all required thermodynamic quantities for KCl salt and H+ and7

OH− ions present in water. Starting from water transfer, the model considers transfer8

of free ions, along with ion-pair formation to address ion-ion interactions. High affin-9

ity to hydroxide, suggested by experiments and making it dominant charge carrier in10

CNTP, is revealed as an exceptionally favorable transfer of KOH pairs. Nevertheless,11

free ions, coexisting with less mobile ion-pairs, apparently control ion transport. The12

model explains well the observed effects of salt concentration and pH on conductivity,13
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transport numbers, anion permeation and its activation energies, and current rectifica-14

tion. The proposed approach is extendable to other sub-nanochannels and help design15

novel osmotic materials and devices.16

The world faces a water stress, which is predicted to increase and spread to areas not17

experiencing the shortage of fresh water today.1 Production of fresh water via desalination18

of sea, brackish, and waste water is a viable solution, yet currently used membrane desalina-19

tion technology still leaves room for improvement and selectivity-tailoring. This motivates20

research that looks into alternative materials for next-generation membranes with improved21

water-salt and ion-ion selectivity.2 Natural membrane proteins aquaporins efficiently separate22

water from ions by forcing it through a short and narrow channel in a single-file arrangement23

at rates exceeding 109 water molecules per second with nearly ideal water-ion selectivity.324

Intriguingly, while the use of degradable aquaporins might be impractical, stable nanomate-25

rials, such as atomically thin nanoporous nanosheets4–7 or narrow nanotubes,8–10 that can26

mimic transport in aquaporins and offer an exciting next-generation alternative to currently27

used polymeric membranes.11,1228

Single-digit carbon nanotube porins (CNTP) share many unique features of aquaporins29

and demonstrated a water-salt selectivity of 105, on par with benchmark polyamide reverse30

osmosis membranes.13–15 Numerous theoretical16–24 and experimental25–29 studies indicate31

that, due to wall roughness smaller than the de Brogli length, water transport in CNTPs32

narrower than about 1.5 nm and similarly narrow graphene slits, occurs in a scatter-less man-33

ner, at rates greatly exceeding hydrodynamic predictions9,30,31 and even faster than water34

permeation in aquaporins.22,25 However, while there is an overall consensus regarding water35

transport in narrow CNTs, the physical mechanisms behind ion rejection still pose many36

questions. For instance, it has been long believed that negative carboxylic charges at CNTP37

rims control salt rejection,32–34 yet recent data on pH dependence of anion permeation down-38

played this mechanism. Adsorption of OH− ions was proposed as an alternative charging39

mechanism in CNTs and a number of continuum-type models, solving Poisson-Boltzmann40
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and Navier-Stokes equation employed this and other ad hoc assumptions to describe trans-41

port, charge formation and conduction in narrow and wide CNTPS and rationalize the42

observed trends.27,35–41 In parallel, important insights to transport of ions at the molecular43

level were obtained using molecular dynamics (MD)42–45 and ab initio computations.13,4644

The data on ion permeation in CNTPs have mainly come from two types of measure-45

ments (a) ion permeation from stop-flow experiments with CNTP-loaded vesicles and (b)46

conductance or current-voltage (I-V) measurements for CNTPs connecting two solutions47

across a nanopore. These experiments yielded absolute values of permeabilities to different48

ions and salts, conductivity and water-salt selectivity for various types of CNTPs and longer49

tubes. They also determined trends that describe dependence of transport properties on salt50

concentration and pH, as well as temperature dependence, from which appropriate activa-51

tion energies could be derived. These trends are often highly characteristic and may serve52

as fingerprints of physical mechanisms. The data, combined with simulations, e.g., using53

classical MD42–45 and ab initio computations13,46 have significantly advanced understanding54

of ion transport in CNTPs, yet a full and physically consistent picture unifying different55

experimental findings is still missing.56

Here, we develop a systematic molecular picture of ion transfer to CNTPs based on ab57

initio computations integrated in an appropriate physical model that transparently describes58

ion transfer to CNTPs, as an alternative to commonly considered continuum models. Since59

KCl has been the salt most commonly used in experimental studies, we focus on K+ and60

Cl− ions, adding to the picture the OH− and H+ ions inherently present in water. We focus61

on (6,6) CNTP of diameter 0.8 nm, used in most experiments as benchmark sub-nanometer62

(”single-digit”) channels but, in order to clarify the effect of CNTP diameter and water63

arrangement, compare the results with narrower (5,5) channels, in which a single-file ar-64

rangement is preserved. Importantly, we also consider the effect of the medium surrounding65

CNTP that was shown to strongly affect ion transfer from a solution to CNTPs.47 We first66

incorporate the computed thermodynamic values in a model considering only free ions, re-67
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taining their full translational freedom, which is shown to agree semi-quantitatively with68

most experimental results. Subsequently, we add to the picture formation of ion pairs, as a69

proxy of ion-ion-CNTP interactions, which removes most remaining inconsistencies. The re-70

sulting physical picture rationalizes most results on ion permeation, selectivity, conductance,71

and current rectification in CNTPs reported so far.72

Internal arrangement of water and ion hydration: not necessarily73

a single file74

The narrowest experimentally studied CNTPs, showing the largest water-ion selectivity,75

have been the (6,6) nanotubes. Classical MD simulations suggested that water in (6,6)76

tubes forms a single file, similar to (5,5) nanotubes, believed to be the narrowest ones that77

allow water and ion transport.16,40,48,49 Ions in (5,5) tubes are then solvated by only two78

adjacent water molecules, which is confirmed by computations.47 The low density of water79

in a single file and resulting high entropy were suggested50 to be an important factor in80

experimentally confirmed spontaneous filling of CNTPs with water.51 However, ab initio81

simulations recently indicated a possibility of a significantly distorted arrangement in (6,6)82

CNTPs, both in presence and absence of ions. For instance, while larger K+ ions were still83

solvated by two water molecules, smaller Na+ cations displayed a four-molecule solvation.5284

Here, we find that significant distortions in (6,6) tubes may be even more common, even85

without ions.86

Figure 1a displays two arrangements of water molecules within (6,6) CNTP, composed of a87

central water molecule surrounded by three other molecules on each side, while corresponding88

computed thermodynamic quantities are shown in Fig. 1b. Upon energy optimization, the89

straight file transforms to a zig-zag arrangement shown on top of Fig. 1a. The latter has a90

lower energy yet is still preserves the topology of the single file, as each water molecule still91

interacts only with two closest neighbors. Its thermodynamic properties are fairly similar92

to those computed for (5,5) tubes (see Supplementary). However, since CNTP is an open93
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system, the minimal-energy arrangement is not the equilibrium one, as it should minimize94

the free energy rather than energy. More elaborate computations of the thermodynamic95

functions and, in particular, excess entropy ∆Sex and excess Gibbs energy ∆Gex of water96

transfer into CNTP in Gaussian, help clarify this point. While ∆Sex indicates whether97

water arrangement in CNTP is more constrained than in the bulk, ∆Gex indicates how it98

compares with the equilibrium arrangement. For instance, focusing on ǫ = 2 (see next),99

we observe that the negative −T∆Sex = −0.8 kJ/mol of the zigzag arrangement indicates100

it is slightly less constrained (rarer) than bulk water, its negative ∆Gex = −17.3 kJ/mol101

indicates it is also rarer than the equilibrium one (open bars in Fig. 1b). On the other102

hand, the topologically different arrangement at the bottom of Fig. 1a, obtained as a local103

energy minimum upon energy optimization from a different initial arrangement with middle104

molecules bonded to three neighbors, has a positive −T∆Sex = 3.6 kJ/mol, i.e., is denser105

than bulk water, yet its positive ∆Gex = 19.7 kJ/mol indicates it is also denser than the106

equilibrium state (cross-hatched bars in Fig. 1b). Apparently, the equilibrium arrangement107

in (6,6) tubes must be intermediate to the zigzag and triple-bonded ones, neither of which108

is a regular single file. Its thermodynamic properties may, in principle, be obtained by109

full quantum MD simulations, but the computational costs may be excessive. However, we110

may estimate the equilibrium properties by interpolating between the two arrangements.111

Since we essentially deal with two co-existing water phases, in the manner of Clapeyron112

equation, the equilibrium should correspond to ∆Gex = 0 (for water only, not for ions!).113

The interpolation yields −T∆Sex = −∆H ≈ 2 kJ/mol, which makes water within CNTP on114

average about twice denser, i.e., more constrained, than the bulk phase. We wish to stress115

that this ∆H should not be viewed as the activation energy of water transport. Rather,116

we presume that, when a water molecule needs to move or exchange with a neighbor, it is117

likely to temporarily assume the more constrained triple-bonded state, which would make its118

∆H = 16 kJ/mol representative of the relevant transition state. Indeed, Li et al. reported119

recently a reasonably close experimental activation energy 20 kJ/mol for water diffusion in120
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(6,6) CNTP.13 Notably, the above thermodynamic quantities for water are fairly weakly121

affected by the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium ǫ, unlike those of ions.122

Similarly, a straight-file two-molecule hydration of OH− and Cl− anions, corresponding123

to the lowest energy in (5,5) CNTPs,47 transforms upon optimization to a four-molecule124

hydration within (6,6) CNTP with a lower energy, as shown in Figs. 1c and d. Nevertheless,125

that was not the case for all ions and, in agreement with other reports,52 two-molecule126

hydration was found here for K+ and H+ (essentially, H3O
+) cations. Since the energy of127

internal hydration is a considerable part of the total ion transfer energy, e.g., about 50 % for128

K+ and 25 % for Cl− in (5,5) tubes,47 this difference may affect the energy of ion transfer129

from water to CNTP.130

How much does it costs to transfer ions?131

Figures 1e and f illustrate the ion transfer process and display the key transfer quantities,132

excess Gibbs energy ∆Gex and enthalpy ∆H, for moving ions into a water-filled (6,6) CNTP.133

(Complete data and comparison with (5,5) tubes are presented in Supplementary Figs. S2134

and S3.) These quantities are plotted versus 1/ǫ and the slope highlights the contribution135

by the dielectric energy, i.e., polarization of the medium surrounding CNTP,47 which adds a136

significant cost to ion transfer. It reaches a maximum in vacuum (ǫ = 1) and vanishes when ǫ137

goes to infinity, i.e., at 1/ǫ = 0. Neither of these extremes reflect typical experimental condi-138

tions, yet ǫ = 2 (1/ǫ = 0.5) may reasonably represent lipid membranes53 embedding CNTPs139

in most experiments. The slopes for the anions are somewhat smaller than for cations. This140

may be a result of stronger bonding of cations to CNTP and charge delocalization, decreasing141

the dielectric energy.47 Yet, the slopes of all ions are reasonably close and similar to results142

for (5,5) CNTPs (Supplementary Fig. S3) . This contribution is then about rigidly shifts143

∆Gex and ∆Hex of all ions relative to ion-specific base values.144

Compared to its effect on water transfer, ∆Sex seems to plays a lesser role in ion transfer,145

therefore ∆Gex is mainly controlled by enthalpy. Due to more favorable interaction with146
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Figure 1: Molecular arrangement and transfer quantities for water and ions in
(6,6) CNTP. (a) Zigzag (top) and triple-bonded (bottom) arrangement of water in CNTP
and (b) computed ∆Gex and −T∆Sex for water transfer to CNTP for each arrangement at
different ǫ. Water arrangement around chloride (c) and hydroxide (d) ions in water-filled
CNTP. (e) Schematic illustration of single ion transfer process from bulk water to water-
filled CNTP and (f) computed transfer quantities, ∆Gex and ∆H, for transfer of H+, K+,
OH−, and Cl− as single ions plotted versus 1/ǫ. The sloped line and the value of the slope
highlight the effect of dielectric energy. Oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms and chloride
ions are depicted in red, grey, white and green, respectively.

CNTP, cations has a significantly lower transfer energy than anions. For instance, for ǫ =147

2, K+ transfer into CNTP is nearly athermal and, for (6,6) tubes, it is even more favorable148

than transfer of water, while transfer of anions is highly unfavorable. Enhanced interaction149

of potassium was already noted by Aydin et al. for slightly wider tubes and is reminiscent of150

the long-known complexation of cations with benzene, “cation-π interaction”.54 Partly but151

less significantly, the differences between the ions are also related to different arrangement of152

water molecules and water-water interaction around the ion, different for cations and anions.153

We also note that proton transfers about as favorably as K+. Practically, that means that,154

in experiments that involve KCl solutions, K+ will outcompete the more dilute protons and155
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must be the dominant cation species within CNTPs. However, uptake of K+ is subject to156

limitations imposed by the requirements of overall electroneutrality. The latter will apply157

when either CNTP is much longer that the screening length55 or bonding of ions to CNTP158

delocalizes their charge and sufficiently smears the potential variations.47 Electroneutrality159

dictates that the uptake of a K+ cation needs to be counter-balanced by uptake of an anion,160

either Cl− and OH−, both having a highly unfavorable ∆Gex. As the simplest mean-field161

approximation, we may assume a uniform mean potential φ within the CNTP relative to162

bulk thus ion uptake is given by163

∑

i (cations)

Ci exp

(

−
∆Gex

i + Fφ

RT

)

=
∑

j (anions)

Cj exp

(

−
∆Gex

j − Fφ

RT

)

, (1)

where C’s are respective cation and anion concentrations in solution. The exponents are164

essentially ion partitioning coefficients, calculated by solving this equation for φ, given ∆Gex
165

for all ions. ∆Gex should be understood as the appropriate statistical means, reflecting ion-166

ion interactions as well. Yet, in the simplest picture, when ions are assumed to collectively167

preserve electroneutrality but, otherwise, do not significantly interact with each other, we168

approximate ∆Gex by the values computed for individual free ions. We consider available169

experimental data on ion transport in CNTPs along with present ab initio results to ju-170

diciously select the ions that need to be considered in eq. 1. Since the results of most171

measurements typically represent ion permeabilities rather than partitioning, the differences172

in ion mobilities need to be considered as well. We presume that in highly constrained ar-173

rangements within narrow CNTPs, the mobilities of water and ions may be fairly similar,174

except for proton and hydroxide that may employ the much faster Grotthuss mechanism. We175

then employ ab initio the results by Dellago et al.56 who computed ab initio the mobility of176

proton, by the Grotthuss mechanism, and of water, associated with diffusion of orientation177

defects in the single file. We adopt the latter for the mobility of K+ and Cl− and the former,178

corrected by the ratio of hydroxide and proton diffusiviities in bulk water (∼50%), for the179
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mobility of OH−.180

When KCl transfers as free ions and the effect of pH is negligible, i.e., H+ and OH− do181

not affect salt uptake, K+ and Cl− hence salt concentrations within CNTP, denoted with a182

bar, will all be about identical and linearly depend on the salt concentration in solution Cs,183

as follows184

C̄s = C̄K = C̄Cl = Cs exp

(

−
∆Gex

K +∆Gex
Cl

2RT

)

, (2)

The average ∆Gex
s = 1

2
(∆Gex

K +∆Gex
Cl) essentially plays here the role of excess Gibbs energy185

for pH-independent salt transfer. However, the non-linear scaling of conductivity observed186

at pH 7.5 in Fig. 2a indicates that such a pH-independent scenario operates only at low pH.187

Apparently, pH comes into play in neutral conditions as preferential uptake of OH− ions,188

as reported for wider tubes and observed in ab initio simulations of graphene surfaces in189

water.27,57 When OH− is strongly favored over Cl−, eq. 1 has to be replaced with190

C̄K ≈ C̄OH ≈ (CsCOH)
1/2 exp

(

−
∆Gex

K +∆Gex
OH

2RT

)

, (3)

where COH = 10pH−14 in M units. The unusual 1/2 scaling of conductivity with Cs predicted191

by eq. 2 and observed by Tunuguntla et al at pH 7.5 is a signature of such a pH-dependent192

ion partitioning.35 In this scenario, the potassium mainly transfers in combination with193

hydroxide, i.e., KOH, with a transfer energy ∆Gex
h = 1

2
(∆Gex

K +∆Gex
OH) replacing ∆Gex

s . On194

the other hand, Cl− will transfer as a trace species and its concentration in CNTP will be195

given by196

C̄Cl ≈ C3/2
s C

−1/2
OH exp

(

−
2∆Gex

Cl +∆Gex
K −∆Gex

OH

2RT

)

= C3/2
s C

−1/2
OH exp

(

−
2∆Gex

s −∆Gex
h

2RT

)

,

(4)

Since, as the minority species, Cl− controls KCl permeability in this regime, the salt and197

Cl− permeation rates should scale with salt concentration as C
3/2
s and the quantity ∆G̃ex

s =198

∆Gex
s − 1

2
∆Gex

h should replace ∆Gex
s for chloride transfer in this scenario. Along with 1/2199
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scaling of conductivity, these features are another signature of the pH-controlled ion transfer.200

Obviously, when OH− concentration drops, e.g., by 4.5 orders of magnitude at pH 3, this201

regime should transition to ”regular” linear KCl transfer.202

Li et al.46 measured chloride permeation rates using stop-flow experiment in vesicles203

and derive chloride permeability in CNTPs PCl by fitting the anion permeation rate to a204

linear dependence on Cs. However, the observed trend was clearly non-linear and a much205

better fit is obtained for C
3/2
s scaling, in agreement with eq. 4, as shown in Fig. 2b (see206

also Supplementary Fig. S3). We also note that PCl of chloride derived from above stop-207

flow anion permeation experiments in vesicles for similar solution compositions at pH 7.5208

is of the order 10−18 - 10−17 cm3/s, equivalent to conductance F 2

RT
CClPCl of a few fS per209

channel. On the other hand, electrical measurement by Tunuguntla et al. in Fig. 2a show a210

much larger electrical conductance of the order 2-30 pS per channel at this pH. In addition,211

these authors also estimated ion transport numbers using reverse potential measurements.25212

Potassium transport number tK was found to be under 0.1 at pH 7.5, as reasonable when the213

rest of the current is carried by highly mobile hydroxide. The small chloride permeability214

measured in stop-flow experiments at pH 7.5 is then another manifestation of chloride being215

a minority anionic species within CNTP at this pH. Yet, tK increased to about 0.65-0.85 at216

pH 3, as expected when chloride takes over as the dominant anion.217

In another report, Tunuguntla et al. employed permeation in vesicles loaded with a pH218

sensitive dye at pH 7.5 to measure proton transfer rates in CNTPs under a pH gradient.26219

The observed rates were interpreted as a fast proton transfer, presumably involving the220

Grotthuss mechanism. We note, however, that proton flux JH is indistinguishable from221

oppositely directed transfer of hydroxide JOH or simultaneous transfer of both ions in the222

form of alkalinity flux JOH−JH . The present analysis strongly suggests the actual permeating223

species was OH−. The higher affinity of narrow CNTPs to hydroxide also readily explains224

their larger conductivity, compared with wider 1.5 nm CNTPs. It is also notable that the225

measured rate of alkalinity transfer is equivalent to a conductance of the order 1 fS, again,226
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Figure 2: Key experimental results on ion transport in 0.8 nm CNTPs. (a) CNTP
conductivity in KCl solutions at pH 3 and 7.5 reported by Thunuguntla el al.25 Solid and
dashed lines were computed using, respectively, eqs. 2 and 3 with mobilities estimated based
on Dellago et al.56 and ∆Gex

s and ∆Gex
h viewed as adjustable parameter with best-fit value

indicated. (b) Rate of chloride permeation per CNTP measured in vesicles at pH 7.5 vs.

C
3/2
s , as reported by Li et al.13 Solid line is a linear fit to eq. 4 with mobilities estimated

based on Dellago et al.56 and ∆G̃ex
s viewed as fitting parameters with best-fit value indicated.

The insets highlight non-linear dependence obtained by plotting the same data vs. Cs and
C2

s . (c) Current-voltage dependence of CNTP connecting two 0.1 M KCl solutions of pH 3
and 7.5 (green squares) and of the same pH 7.5 (red circles), reported by Tunuguntla et al.25

All data were digitized from original reports.

commensurate with anion transfer data, yet four orders of magnitude smaller than results227

of conductivity measurements. This discrepancy manifests coupling of alkalinity transfer,228

i.e., OH− permeation, to much slower transfer of K+. In absence of electric current, its rate229

is limited by K+ diffusivity and may no more benefit from the fast Grotthuss mechanism.230

The reported blocking effect of Ca2+ is also consistent with this picture, as it should bind231

to CNTP more strongly and have a lower mobility than K+ due to double charge and thus232

further slow down hydroxide permeation.233

Finally, activation energies Ea of permeation offer yet another way of comparing com-234

putations with experiments. They should be dominated by the enthalpies of ion transfer,235

i.e., ∆H, displayed in Fig. 1f as well. For instance, Li et al.13 reported activation ener-236

gies for permeation of halide anions, however, the present model indicates they may not237

be compared directly with ∆H for respective anions due to coupling to other ions. Thus,238

depending on whether eqs. 2 or 4 describes chloride transfer, the apparent activation energy239
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for Cl− permeation should be - using notation analogous to ∆Gex - either ∆Hs or ∆H̃s,240

respectively. Li et al.’s reported Ea = 52 kJ/mol for chloride permeation in vesicles, which241

they compared with computed chloride transfer energy 63 kJ/mol. It is unclear why the242

latter value, computed for CNTP in vacuum (ǫ = 1), is so different from the present ∆HCl ≈243

166 kJ/mol for ǫ = 1 and is much closer to the present result for ǫ = 100. We presume this244

might be affected by the fact that, in computations by Li et al., CNTP was connected to245

highly polarizable graphene sheets, which could strongly reduce the dielectric contribution246

by essentially ”grounding” the CNTP. Nevertheless, the activation energy of chloride transfer247

may not be identified with ∆HCl in either case and the agreement could be fortuitous.248

The present analysis suggests that observed Ea = 52 kJ/mol of chloride permeation should249

be compared with either ∆Hs ≈ 1
2
(−37.1 + 121.7) = 42.3 kJ/mol for the pH-independent250

scenario, eq. 2, or with ∆H̃s = ∆HCl +
1
2
(∆HK −∆HOH) ≈ 121.7+0.5× (−37.1− 122.4) =251

42.0 kJ/mol for pH-controlled one, eq. 4. These values are close, due similar transfer252

energies for chloride and hydroxide and may not differentiate between the two theoretical253

expressions, however, the scaling of conductivity and permeation rate with Cs in Fig. 3254

strongly favors ∆H̃s as the appropriate one. The above ∆H values are for ǫ = 2 (Fig. 2f),255

however, sensitivity to ǫ (see Fig. 2) presents a substantial uncertainty. For instance, when256

ǫ = 2 is replaced with ǫ = 2.4, better representing lipids,53 above estimates drop by about257

20 kJ/mol. Nevertheless, the above ∆H̃s is also fairly close the ∆G̃ex
h = 50 kJ/mol that fits258

the experimental chloride permeation rates in Fig. 2b to eq. 4 with mobilities estimated as259

explained above.260

Based on the same argument, eq. 4 predicts that the activation energy for alkalinity261

permeation should be ∆Hh = 1
2
(∆HK + ∆HOH) ≈ 0.5 × (−37.1 + 122.4) = 42.6 kJ/mol262

for ǫ = 2. This is again fairly close to the experimental value 55 kJ/mol reported by263

Tunuguntla et al.25 The fact that theoretical ∆H values underestimate the experimental264

activation energies could be related to the unaccounted for activation energy of diffusion,265

which may be fairly close to that of water discussed above, 15-20 kJ/mol. The remaining266
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discrepancy could also be related to the sensitivity of transfer energies to ǫ, as well as267

deviations from the simple mean-field picture, i.e., ion-ion interactions that should reduce268

the transfer energies (see next).269

The puzzle of hydroxide: why it is favored and how it conducts270

Above comparison with experiments demonstrate that computed values of ∆Gex for free ions271

combined with simple mean-field relations may rationalize most experimental observations272

and trends. However, two points raise questions. First, despite the fact that the Cs scaling273

of experimental data in Fig. 2 strongly suggests that CNTP has a strong preference to274

hydroxide, transfer energies of single chloride and hydroxide anions in Fig. 1f do not display275

as much difference. More explicitly, viewing ∆Gex
s and ∆Gex

h as adjustable parameters276

and fitting them to the conductivity data at pH 3 and 7.5 to eqs. 2 and 4, respectively,277

yields significantly different ∆Gex
s ≈ 14 kJ/mol and ∆Gex

h ≈ -6 kJ/mol (see Fig. 2a and278

Supplementary for detail). We may only speculate below as to why these fits deviate so279

much from theoretical values that, otherwise, reasonably agree with stop-flow permeation280

data. However, the much different fitted ∆Gex
s and ∆Gex

h once again manifest a high affinity281

of CNTP to hydroxide and it is necessary to consider more involved scenarios that would282

favor this ion.283

Second, concurrent permeation of free cations and anions, like in stop-flow experiments in284

vesicles, may proceed with minimal mutual interference, however, in electrical measurements,285

ions migrate in opposite directions and, at some point, meet and need to pass each other. It286

is not obvious whether ions squeezing past each other in a narrow channel does not present a287

prohibitive kinetic barrier. Admittedly, this barrier would be eliminated in a scenario recently288

analyzed by Levy et al. who argued that electroneutrality could break down in a narrow and289

short channel thereby ions could pass the entire channel one at a time.55 This mechanism was290

justified on the ground that screening length in a CNTP becomes exponentially large due to291

1D dimensionality of the ”solution” in a narrow channel. However, in such a scenario, K+
292
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transfer as a lone charge carrier would be decoupled from OH− and, instead, coupled to Cl−.293

Indeed, we do not anticipate any ion-specific effect in solution outside CNTP therefore far294

more dilute hydroxide would be unable to outcompete chloride and would have a negligible295

effect on potassium transfer. Conversely, hydroxide transfer as a lone species within CNTP296

must be strongly suppressed by its prohibitive transfer energies (Fig. 1f), which disagrees297

with its high transfer number. It seems that experimental data and present ab initio results298

rule out the electroneutrality breakdown mechanism.299

A more plausible alternative is that the system may substantially deviate from the simple300

mean-field picture due to ion-ion interactions. Specifically, when ions approach each other,301

the electrostatic part of the highly unfavorable interaction of anions with CNTP may be302

attenuated or, when ions associate, eliminated thus ion-specific effects may come into play.303

As a proxy of such situation, we consider ion pairing, thereby ions within CNTP may be304

present as coexisting pairs and free ions. Essentially, this model is a one-dimensional analogue305

of the Bjerrum model of electrolytes solutions, in which ions pairs coexist with a free-ion306

solution treated in the mean-field manner.58 Although the need to squeeze cation and anion307

past each other to allow conduction may not be avoided, OH− uptake within a pair could308

become more favorable and reduce the corresponding barrier as well. Analyzing this scenario309

requires transfer energies for pairs formed within CNTP, which we compute here ab initio.310

Figure 3a shows transfer energies of the possible ion pairs in (6,6) CNTP in vacuum and311

ǫ = 2. To reduce computational costs, we simply consider here the electronic transfer energy312

∆E, given ∆E and ∆Gex show identical trends and reasonably small differences for free ions313

(see Supplementary). It is immediately notable that the KOH pair has an exceptionally low314

transfer energy compared to the other pairs, which may now rationalize the strong preference315

of narrow CNTPs for OH− over Cl−. Similar to water, which is formally the H+OH− pair,316

the transfer energies of all ion pairs ∆Epair are weakly affected by ǫ. Compared to transfer317

energy of the pair as free ions, i.e., 1
2
(∆E++∆E−), there is a gain of several tens kJ/mol for318

all salts. However, ∆E or ∆Gex for pairs and free ions may not be directly compared, since319
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pairing also involves a significant entropy loss. Considering dilute solutions and neglecting320

the solution non-ideality and different sizes of ions and pair, the concentration of KOH pairs321

in CNTP is given by322

C̄KOH =
CKCOH

Cw

exp

(

−
∆Gex

KOH

RT

)

, (5)

where Cw =55.6 M in the denominator comes from the fact that the ideal solution entropy323

needs to be computed using concentrations expressed in molar fractions. We compare eqs.324

2 and 5 and, specifically, consider the exponential factor that multiplies in eq. 2 the product325

(CKCOH)
1/2 that gauges the activity of the KOH ”salt” in solution. This shows that the326

free-ion transfer energy ∆Gex
h ≈ 62.6 kJ/mol (for ǫ = 2) in eq. 2 is to be compared with327

∆Gex
h,pair = ∆Gex

KOH+RT ln[Cw/(CKCOH)
1/2] for KOH uptake as ion pairs. The second term328

in the last expression accounts for the loss of translational entropy upon pairing and, for329

Cs in the range 10−3 to 1 M and 3 ≤ pH ≤ 7, it amounts to about 30 to 50 kJ/mol. To330

complete this analysis, we obtained in Gaussian ∆Gex
KOH = -61.6 kJ/mol for ǫ = 2, which331

turns out to be only slightly above ∆EKOH (see Fig. 3). Ultimately, the terms sum up to332

∆Gex
h,pair ≈ -31 to -11 kJ/mol for the above composition range. It is obviously far below the333

free-ion counterpart and indicates that majority of K+ and OH− ions partition to CNTP as334

KOH pairs.335

Similar analysis for the other pairs shows that, even if their formation is not as favorable as336

KOH, they are likely to contribute at least as much as corresponding combination of free ions.337

While pairs represent only the simplest form of ion-ion interactions deviating from mean-338

field treatment, present analysis highlights the crucial role of such interactions in controlling339

ion partitioning and transport in CNTPs and, in particular, high affinity towards OH−. We340

note, however, that presence of pairs in CNTP does not necessarily directly translate to341

transport, since pair mobility may be small. Indeed, we note that, in the case of chloride342

permeation, if this ion was mainly transferred as KCl pairs, its permeation rate would be343

proportional to Cs squared. The inset in Fig. 2b (see also Fig. S3 in Supplementary) indicate344

this scaling disagrees with experiment and questions any significant contribution of ion pairs345
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to ion permeation by diffusion.346

Figure 3: Ion pair formation and conduction mechanism in (6,6) CNTP. (a) ∆Gex

of ion-pair formation in CNTP for different ion pairs for ǫ = 1 and ǫ = 2. (b) Schematic en-
ergy profile encountered by the potassium and hydroxide ions along the conduction pathway,
including free-ion uptake, downfield migration, transient pair formation, flip, and dissocia-
tion. (c) Possible mechanism of electro-osmosis: water flow coupled to potassium migrations
and decoupled from hydroxide migrating by the Grotthuss mechanism.

CNTP conductance: what is the rate-controlling step347

Even if abundant within CNTP, pairs may not contribute to conductance not only due to low348

mobility, but also since they are neutral and cannot carry an electric current. A cation and349

an anion migrating in an electric field in the opposite directions may then temporarily form350

a pair, however, it will have to flip and split up thereafter to let the ions keep migrating.351

In the spirit of the Eyring-Polanyi transition-state theory, we may consider the flip and352

its Gibbs energy ∆G 6=
KOH relative to the ”ground state” of the pair aligned parallel to the353

main CNTP axis. Presumably, the height of the kinetic barrier correspond to the pair354

aligned perpendicular to the CNTP main axis. We estimated this height to be ∆G 6=
KOH ≈ 23355

kJ/mol above the ”ground state” ∆Gex
h,pair, which places the barrier height at -8 to 12 kJ/mol356

relative to the solution. It is well below the free-ion energy ∆Gex
h ≈ 62.6 kJ/mol (ǫ = 2). We357
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then conclude that CNTP conductance should indeed be controlled by the partitioning and358

transport of free ions, in agreement with most experimental data. Figure 3b schematically359

depicts the suggested pathway and energy profile encountered jointly by the potassium and360

hydroxide ions upon conduction. It starts from their uptake as free ions from solution at361

opposite ends of CNTP, followed by free-ion migration, pair formation, flip, dissociation back362

to free ions, and, ultimately, exit to the solution at the opposite end. The entire profile is363

slightly inclined due to applied electric potential difference ∆φ and the shown sequence may364

repeat, if CNTP contains more than one pair. The larger number of KOH pairs relative to365

other possible pairs, due to exceptionally low ∆Gex
KOH , is apparently the reason behind the366

hydroxide dominating ion conductance at neutral conditions.367

One may ask what happens to water molecules within CNTP when K+ and OH− (or Cl−)368

migrate in electric field and induce an electro-osmotic flow of water, as demonstrated for369

wider 1.5 nm CNTPs.40 The partitioning-controlled scaling of conductivity with Cs suggests370

electro-osmosis in single-digit CNTPs is apparently not as strong as in wider tubes. Yet,371

if both ions experience strong friction with water, ions will hinder each other’s migration.372

Indeed, when the ion with the larger friction dictates the ultimate direction of electro-osmosis,373

the other will be forced to squeeze past all water molecules, in a manner similar to the ion374

pair flip. However, the Grotthuss mechanism may help circumvent this obstacle, permitting375

a nearly friction-less OH− transfer as a fast shuttling of electron and hydrogen between OH−
376

and a neighboring water molecule followed by minor local atom rearrangement. This may377

readily occur against water flow and will not interfere with the electro-osmosis induced by378

K+ migration, minimizing this ion’s friction with water as well. This mechanism, whereby379

OH− ions may rapidly migrate downfield regardless of electro-osmosis induced by potassium,380

is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3c and may explain insignificant electro-osmosis in (6,6)381

tubes and the large transport number of OH− at pH 7.5. Note that, within this picture,382

the ion pair flip is still required, otherwise K+ will separate between the OH− ion and next383

water molecule and prevent shuttling of electron and hydrogen.384
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At this point, we note that, in reality, there is obviously no sharp distinction between385

free ions and pairs assumed in our highly simplified picture. The long-range nature of the386

electrostatic attraction between cation and anion must smear the heights and valleys of387

the profile in Figure 3b. Perhaps more importantly, the ion-ion interaction should both388

eliminate a part of the dielectric energy and allow anions interact more favorably with389

CNTP walls. This should reduce the free-ion transfer energy well below simple combination390

of single-ion transfer energies. This might partly explain why very low ∆Gex
s and ∆Gex

h391

fitted to conductance data and shown in Fig. 2a are closer to ∆Gex for corresponding pairs392

with pairing entropy correction than to their free-ion counterparts. On the other hand, the393

rates and activation energies of chloride and alkalinity permeation measured in stop-flow394

experiments agree better with the simple free-ion estimates. Not unlikely, part of the answer395

may have to deal with the fact that the conductivity is controlled by the faster ion of the396

pair, i.e., OH− in the case of KOH, while the permeability measured in stop-flow experiments397

is determined by the slower one, i.e., K+. We also speculate that effects absent or ignored398

in the present analysis, e.g., alternative conduction paths, or different settings and CNTP399

environment in electrical and stop-flow measurements, changing the effective value of ǫ, may400

affect the results. We presume these questions will be clarified, as more data on ion transport401

in CNTPs become available.402

Current rectification explained403

Finally, we will show that the strong dependence of conductance on OH− readily explains404

current rectification between solutions of different pH and, specifically, blockage of current405

in the direction from low to high pH. The mean-field relation, eq. 3, may be incorporated in406

Nernst-Planck-type relations, which yields the following relation between the current (I) and407

applied voltage (∆ϕ) and solution composition differences (see Supplementary for derivation)408

I = G

(

−∆ϕ+ tOH
RT

F
∆ lnCOH − tK

RT

F
∆ lnCK

)

, (6)
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where ∆ designates differences between the two solutions and tOH and tK are respective ion409

transport numbers within CNTP. G is the effective CNTP conductivity, having the following410

dependence on the solution concentrations411

G ∝
∆(CKCOH)

1/2

∆ ln(CKCOH)1/2
= 〈(CKCOH)

1/2〉l.m., (7)

where the omitted proportionality constant accounts for the partitioning (related to the412

transfer energies), ion mobilities and CNTP geometry. Eq. 6 shows that G is proportional to413

the logarithmic mean of the products (CKCOH)
1/2 of the two solutions, thereby it is mainly414

determined by the solution with the larger (CKCOH)
1/2. For instance, in experiments by415

Tunuguntla et al.,25 displayed in Fig. 2c, current rectification was observed between solutions416

with pH 7.5 and 3 containing 0.1 M KCl on both sides (green squares). The driving force,417

i.e., expression in brackets in eq. 6, depends on both pH values and becomes zero when the418

applied potential equals the threshold voltage indicated in Fig. 2c. Above this potential, the419

conductance G, i.e., the I-V slope, determined by pH 7.5, is indeed similar to the case when420

both solutions have the same pH 7.5 (red circles in Fig. 2C). However, the conductance421

sharply drops and current is blocked below this potential due local pH changes induced by422

polarization.423

Equations 6 and 7 may not predict rectification, since it comes from polarization, i.e., ion424

depletion or enrichment in solution next to CNTP mouth, when a DC current enters or exits425

CNTP. The large excess of salt in above experiments facilitates the analysis of polarization,426

since it eliminates the potential gradients in the solution, therefore depletion or enrichment427

of OH− next to a CNTP mouth is controlled primarily by its diffusion away from or towards428

CNTP and the magnitude and direction of the current carried by OH−, ItOH . Different situ-429

ations encountered in conduction and rectification experiments are schematically illustrated430

in Fig. 4. Considering semi-spherical boundary layer of solution centered at CNTP mouth,431

the OH− concentration at the mouth will depend on ItOH and the bulk concentration as432
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Figure 4: The mechanism of current rectification in CNTP between two solutions.
(a) Solutions of the same pH: applied voltage and passing of current weakly affects CNTP
conductance, showing no rectification. (b) Voltage applied in forward direction from high to
low pH: local pH raised at high pH end results a minor increase in CNTP conductance, no
current blockage. (c) Voltage applied in backward direction from low to high pH: local pH
drops at high pH end results in a major drop in CNTP conductance, blocking the current.
Large red arrows indicates current direction. Thin arrows next to CNTP mouths indicate ion
diffusion, resulting in concentration polarization and a change in local pH. The star indicates
local pH controlling CNTP conductivity.

follows14433

COH,mouth = COH,bulk ±
ItOH

2πFDOHrc
, (8)

where DOH is the OH− diffusivity in solution, rc is the channel radius, and the sign is positive434

or negative when OH− ions move away from or towards the CNTP. The conductivity will be435

controlled by the higher pH faced by CNTP, marked with the star Fig. 4. Thus the higher436

pH will always rise and the current will flow unobstructed, when CNTP faces two identical437

solutions (Fig. 4a). Similarly, no blockage will be observed when the current - by definition,438
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opposite to OH− flow - is towards the low-pH solution, since it increases COH,mouth at high-pH439

end and hence G, as shown in Fig. 4b. However, as depicted in Fig. 4C, when the current440

reverses, COH,mouth at high-pH end drops, sharply reducing G and blocking the current.441

Since chloride does not allow as much conductivity as hydroxide (cf. Fig 2a), we ignore the442

takeover by chloride at low pH and take the maximal (limiting) current Ilim as approximately443

corresponding to COH,mouth = 0. Using DOH = 6.8×10−9 m2/s, rc = 0.4 nm, tOH = 0.9, and444

COH,bulk = 10−6.5 M (pH 7.5), we estimate Ilim = (2πFDOHrcCOH,bulk)/tOH ∼ 1 fA, which is445

is far smaller than pA currents measured in forward direction, thereby backward current will446

be effectively blocked, i.e., rectification will be observed. More accurate relations, accounting447

for the pH changes at both ends and yielding the entire I-V curve may be easily developed,448

by combining eqs. 6 and 7 with mass transfer in solutions,14 but they do not change the449

above conclusion. Note, the full model must also address the fact that ItOH flows in solution450

as an alkalinity flow, carried by both OH− and H+ . The effective diffusivity of OH−, yielding451

the total alkalinity flux, then becomes pH-dependent, DOH + DH10
14−2pH . Obviously, the452

actual species carrying most alkalinity flow in pH 3 solution (and, in general, at any pH ≤453

7) is H+ rather than OH−, as indicated in Fig. 4b and c.454

Conclusions455

We have demonstrated that most experimental data on ion transport in narrow (6,6) CNTPs,456

including both diffusion or electrical measurements, may be rationalized using presented457

molecular model, as alternative to commonly considered continuum-like models. The model458

treats ion partitioning in the mean-field manner considering uptake of free ions, subject to459

electroneutrality, to which ion pairing is added to better account for ion-specific effects, with460

all relevant thermodynamic quantities computed ab initio. We note that, despite the fact461

that experimental data and their pH and salt concentration dependence strongly suggest a462

high affinity of (6,6) CNTPs towards hydroxide, the computed transfer energies for single463
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ions do not indicate any such preference. However, computations for ion pairs do reveal a464

strong affinity to hydroxide, as the exceptionally favorable transfer energy for the KOH pair.465

In experiments with KCl solutions, this makes K+ and OH− ions dominant species within466

CNTP at neutral conditions, which change to K+ and Cl− in acidic conditions. We conclude467

that the ion transport is apparently controlled by free ions, coexisting with more abundant,468

but less mobile ions pairs. This also makes hydroxide ions the main charge carrier species469

in conductance experiments, contrary to the views in the literature considering potassium470

as the main charge carrier. The model successfully explains most observed effects of salt471

concentration and pH on conductivity and anion and alkalinity permeation in stop-flow472

experiments, current rectification, and measured activation energies, as well as molecular473

mechanisms behind ion transfer and conductance in narrow CNTPs. The only significant474

discrepancy is found for ion transfer energies fitted to conductivity data, which yields values475

lower and, as a result, ion permeability higher than model predictions. Presumably, this476

may be related to the ion-ion interactions that may reduce transfer energy for anions and477

may be clarified, as more data become available. The proposed modeling approach may be478

extended to other sub-nanometer nanochannels and help design next-generation desalination479

and osmotic energy harvesting materials and devices.480

Methods481

Computational Details482

The transfer of H2O and ions (H+, OH−, K+, and Cl−) was computed for the metallic483

(5,5) and (6,6) nanotubes of diameters 0.68 and 0.80 nm, respectively. For both types, the484

CNTP fragments used in computations were 1.72 nm long. The dangling bonds at the rims485

were terminated with hydrogen atoms. The species of interest (an ion or a water molecule)486

was placed in the center of CNTP and surrounded by four water molecules, two on each487

side, for (5,5) tube and by six water molecules, three on each side, for (6,6) tube. The488
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CNTP with its content was embedded in a dielectric continuum of a dielectric constant ǫ,489

viewed as a parameter. For evaluating the thermodynamics of hydration in bulk water, the490

species of interest was surrounded by 6 water molecules, forming a finite cluster embedded491

in a polarizable continuum IEFPCM59 with dielectric constant 78.36. Our earlier estimates492

showed that the use of larger clusters leads to only a marginal improvement, for instance,493

the difference in ion hydration between 6- and 7-molecule clusters was less than 2 kJ/mol.47494

Published data were used to set up the initial cluster geometries for hydrated H2O,60–62 H+,63495

OH−,63,64 K+65 and Cl−.66,67 To benchmark the computations for interactions of water and496

ion with aromatic CNT walls, the energies of H2O and K+ binding to benzene were computed497

and compared with experimental values.498

The geometries of all structures and thermodynamic properties were calculated ab initio499

in Gaussian 09 Rev. B.01.68 The computations employed the combination of wB97X-D func-500

tional69 including Grimme’s D2 dispersion correction70 and 6-31G(d,p) basis set, which was501

found to yield the best agreement with experimental data on hydration in water. The opti-502

mization of structures within CNTP was performed starting from several initial geometries;503

thereafter, the optimized structure with minimal total electronic energy (E) was selected504

for further analysis. The IEFPCM polarizable continuum model was used to simulate the505

dielectric environment around the CNTP. Zero-point correction energy was computed to506

convert electronic energies E to enthalpies (H). This correction did not include the vibra-507

tional frequency scaling factor, as associated error should not exceed 1 kJ/mol at the chosen508

level of theory.71 Basis set superposition error (BSSE) was estimated using the Boys and509

Bernardi method72 in water/ion clusters and in CNTPs. Apart from electronic energy, the510

required thermodynamic quantities, i.e., H, excess Gibbs energies (Gex), and excess entropies511

(Sex), included only the vibrational contributions computed by Gaussian, while rotational512

and translation contributions were discarded, as they consider corresponding motions of the513

cluster as a whole and are irrelevant for deriving thermodynamics variables for individual514

molecules or ions. Ultimately, the thermodynamic quantities for the transfer of a species from515
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bulk water to water-filled CNTP, ∆X[Ion], were computed using the following relation47
516

∆X[Ion] = X[CNTP(H2O)mIon] +X[(H2O)n]−X[CNTP(H2O)m]−X[Ion(H2O)n]. (9)

The analogous expression for transfer of a cation C+ and an anion A− from bulk solution517

and formation of an ion pair C+A− within CNTP was as follows518

∆X[C+A−] = X[CNTP(H2O)mC
+] + 2X[(H2O)6]−X[CNTP(H2O)m]−

−X[(H2O)6C
+]−X[(H2O)6A

−].

(10)

We emphasize that, since thermodynamic parameters of water in CNTP depended on the519

water arrangement, yielding distinct local energy minima upon energy optimization (Fig. 1a520

and b), the terms X[CNTP(H2O)m] used in the above expressions for specific ions and pairs521

corresponded to the water arrangement closest to the one observed for hydrated ions and522

pairs within CNTP to minimize the error associated with different water-water interactions523

and terminal energies of the finite files. Figure S1 in Supplementary schematically illustrates524

transfers processes defined by eqs. 9 and 10.525

Benchmarking ab initio computations526

The transfer quantities critically depend on the reference values for hydration in water.527

We then first benchmarked computational procedures versus experimental bulk hydration528

quantities. Fig. S2 in Supplementary demonstrate a good agreement between computed and529

experimental values. The deviations for hydration enthalpies H are 3 to 7 % of the absolute530

values. Similar errors were obtained for excess Gibbs energies ∆Gex, but for much smaller531

entropic terms T∆Sex = ∆H−∆Gex, the deviations were larger, 1 % for water molecule and532

K+, 10 % for Cl−, and ca. 30 % for H+ and OH−. These errors were considered acceptable,533

as they may partly cancel out in transfer energies. Besides, the magnitude and sign of534

deviations, positive for cations and negative for anions, are highly unlikely to affect the535
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physical picture developed below. The present values also agree within a few kJ/mol with536

computations using a higher level of theory60,63,65 and COSMO-based computations.73,74537

As another benchmarking, most pertinent to interactions with the inner walls of CNT,538

we computed the enthalpies of interactions of H2O and K+ with benzene, for which both539

experimental data75–77 and computations77–81 were reported. Comparison with most accu-540

rate data,76,77 presented in Fig. S2 in Supplementary, shows deviations under 4 kJ/mol or541

6 % of the computed enthalpy for H2O and 1 kJ/mol or 30 % for K+. Our calculations also542

indicate a negligible interaction of benzene with Cl−, in agreement with other reports.82,83543

The agreement was significantly poorer when no dispersion correction was used. This and544

above results indicate that the selected level of theory (wB97X-D/6-31G(d,p)) with disper-545

sion correction was adequate for the present study, given the problem of accurately predicting546

hydration and solvation energies ab initio still have many issues.84547
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